Multilayer network analysis has become a vital tool for understanding different relationships and their interactions in a complex system, where each layer in a multilayer network depicts the topological structure of a group of nodes corresponding to a particular relationship. The interactions among different layers imply the interplay of different relations on the topology of each layer. For a single-layer network, network embedding methods have been proposed to project the nodes in a network into a continuous vector space with a relatively small number of dimensions, where the space embeds the topological dependency among nodes. These algorithms have been proved to have a better performance on a variety of regular graph analysis tasks, such as link prediction, or multi-label classification.
Abstract-Multilayer network analysis has become a vital tool for understanding different relationships and their interactions in a complex system, where each layer in a multilayer network depicts the topological structure of a group of nodes corresponding to a particular relationship. The interactions among different layers imply the interplay of different relations on the topology of each layer. For a single-layer network, network embedding methods have been proposed to project the nodes in a network into a continuous vector space with a relatively small number of dimensions, where the space embeds the topological dependency among nodes. These algorithms have been proved to have a better performance on a variety of regular graph analysis tasks, such as link prediction, or multi-label classification.
In this paper, we propose three methods ("Network Aggregation," "results aggregation" and "Layer Co-analysis") to project a multilayer network into a continuous vector space. On one hand, without leveraging interactions among layers, "Network Aggregation" and "results aggregation" apply the standard single-layer network embedding method to the merged graph or to each layer to find a vector space for multilayer network. On the other hand, in order to consider the influence of interactions among layers, "Layer Co-analysis" expands any single-layer network embedding method to a principled multilayer network embedding framework. By introducing the link transition probability based on information-theoretic distance between layers, this method not only uses the first and second order random walks to traverse on a layer, but also has the ability to traverse between layers by leveraging layer-wise interactions. From the evaluation, we have shown that compared with regular link prediction methods, "Layer Co-analysis" achieves the best performance on most of the datasets, while "Network Aggregation" and "results aggregation" also have better performance than regular link prediction methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rise of the big data phenomenon (and in particular, the popularity of online social networking), graph mining has become necessary to analyze the diverse relationships between objects and data, and to understand the complex structures of the underlying graph. Analyzing such complex systems is crucial in understanding how a social network forms, or in making predictions about future network behavior.
However, graph mining is sensitive to the topological structures of a network. For example, in social network analysis, graph mining can leverage topology information to identify communities in a network, but does not have the ability to determine if the topology contains noise (or other errors). One way to avoid this is using multilayer network representations [1] . Multilayer network is a group of networks which depict multiple relationships between nodes, where each layer in the group represents a particular type of relationship [1] - [3] .
Take the AUCS dataset [4] as an example. The multiple layers represent five different relationship types between 61 employees of a university department: (i) coworking, (ii) having lunch together, (iii) facebook friendship, (iv) spending leisure time together, and (v) coauthorship. Figure 1 shows the distances among these different layers, calculated by [5] , where the distance between layers is the distance value of the root node of the smallest subtree containing both layers. From Figure 1 , we observe a number of key interactions: for example we observe that being coworkers and having lunch together (representing work interactions) is strongly related through the low layer distance, and spending lesiure time together is likewise close to being connected on Facebook (representing social interactions). In general, by considering multiple relationship types, we argue that multilayer network inherently reflects essential interactions between nodes in a manner that is robust to the noise presents in any individual relationship type.
Nowadays, graph mining methods on multilayer network typically concentrate on different network granularities [6] , depending on the task. For example, on node/edge granularity, [7] and [8] focus on developing suitable centrality measures [9] like cross-layer degree centrality for multilayer network [10] , [11] . Brodka et.al [12] , [13] proposed multilayered local clustering coefficient (MLCC) and cross-layer clustering coefficient (CLCC) to depict cluster coefficient [14] of a node in a multilayer network. In contrast, the cluster level is often used for community detection [1] , [3] , [15] - [19] , and the layer level is used to analyze the interactions between different layer types [5] , [20] - [22] .
In this paper, we made an attempt to propose three novel graph mining methods for multilayer networks by combining analysis at all levels of granularity that is suitable for a range of tasks. We achieve this via embedding the nodes of the multilayer network into a vector space. This vector space can be interpreted as a hidden metric space [23] for the multilayer network that naturally defines concepts of similarity between nodes, and captures many of the aspects of the original multilayer network, facilitating vector-based representation to a variety of machine learning algorithms to solve a range of tasks.
In standard network analysis, many such network embedding methods have been developed [24] , such as DeepWalk [25] , LINE [26] and node2vec [27] . These methods are all based upon generating samples of random walks over an input graph, with varying random walk properties. However, these methods are built on top of a single graph, and to the best of our knowledge, the graph embedding method for multilayer graph has not been rigorously explored. Hence, we propose a generic multilayer graph embedding framework, which applies to any graph embedding method developed for single-layer graphs. In particular, we introduce three principled methods ("Network Aggregation," "Results Aggregation" and "Network Co-analysis") for extending graph embedding to multilayer networks:
• Network Aggregation:
The assumption for this method is all edges from different layers are equal [1] , [3] . Based on this assumption, this method aggregates all networks into a single (weighted) network (where multiple edges between nodes are not allowed) and then applies existing graph embedding algorithms to the merged graph. Note that this merged graph no longer distinguishes between relationship types, as node pairs that share multiple edges across layers in the multilayer network are not retained. • Results Aggregation: The assumption for this method is different layers have totally different kinds of edges [28] , which implies that even if two nodes have edges in different layers, these edges are totally different and cannot be merged. Based on this assumption, this method applies graph embedding to each layer separately, then merges the vector spaces together to define a vector space of the multilayer network. • Layer Co-analysis: Unlike the first two methods which only consider inter-layer edges (Network Aggregation) or intra-layer edges (results aggregation), this method leverages interactions among different layers to allow for traversal between layers, and to retain the structure of each individual layer. Specifically, we introduce a new random walk method that is capable of traversing layers, thereby encoding important interactions between nodes and layers. The methodology of random walk in a multilayer network is a general extension of singlelayer embedding methods. For example, node2vec and DeepWalk are both state-of-the-art single-layer graph embedding methods. As node2vec added to DeepWalk the ability to control the homophily and structural equivalence properties of random walk samples, we enable the ability for random walk samples to traverse multiple layers. In particular, we control the degree to which this occurs through the addition of the r ∈ [0, 1] parameter, which determines the probability that the next step of a random walk will traverse to a different layer in the multilayer network.
In Section II, we gives detailed description on these three approaches for performing embedding on multilayer networks. In Section III, we use experimental results to demonstrate that our methods for multilayer network embedding can improve upon the results of node2vec for a link prediction task. In Section IV, we outline related work in single network embedding, and conclude in Section V with discussion and future work.
II. METHODS
Given a multilayer network MN = (V, L, A) with vertex set V , layer set L, and multilayer edge set A (where A ⊆ {(x, y, l)|x, y ∈ V, l ∈ L} and we denote the existence of an edge between x and y in layer l by a l xy = 1), our task in vertex embedding is to learn a mapping function f : V → R d where d is the chosen dimension of the vector space. We are effectively looking to find a function f that represents the features of a vertex from the multilayer network. Figure 2 shows the three proposed architectures for projecting a multilayer network into a vector space. The following subsections provide details on the implementation and structure of each architecture, as well as the corresponding strategy for constructing the function f .
A. Network Aggregation
Network aggregation is the baseline of the proposed methods for multilayer network embedding, where the layers of the multilayer network are merged to obtain a single network, and the regular node2vec method is applied to the merged graph. Algorithm 1 represents the Network Aggregation process.
In this method, we have a Network Aggregation function g : MN → G, i.e. a function that takes a multilayer MN and outputs a merged network G = (V, E) that shares the vertex set V with the multilayer network, but has an edge set E = (i, j)| l∈L a l ij ≥ 1 that disallows multi-edges. The mapping function f is defined by training on the merged network G using node2vec.
Note that by combining all layers together in this method, we have lost the details of each layer and also have no way to leverage the interactions between layers when the function f is learned. 
Algorithm 1: Network Aggregation Algorithm
Input: 
B. Results Aggregation
Here we project each network layer of the multilayer network into a separate vector space, and concatenate the resulting vector spaces. We define each layer graph as
Unlike the Network Aggregation method, the dimension d = d |L| of the resulting vector space scales with the number of layers in the layer set L. Though this method can in theory preserves the structure of each layer, it is also unable to leverage interactions between layers when learning the mapping function. Algorithm 2 outlines the Result Aggregation process.
Algorithm 2: Results Aggregation Algorithm
Input: Multilayer Network MN 1 initialize f as empty;
C. Layer Co-analysis
To overcome the fact that neither Network Aggregation nor Results Aggregation can leverage interactions between layers, we adopt Layer Co-analysis for the construction of a vector space that is aware of interactions between layers as well as preserving the structure of each layer.
Consider random walks over the multilayer networks depicted in Figure 3 , where dotted black lines represent correspondence between the nodes of each layer, and bold lines represent edges in the network. If we use Result Aggregation in Figure 3(a) , there is no path from node A to node C, as it is not possible to traverse between layers. Therefore the vector space cannot learn to associate these nodes. In contrast, if we run Network Aggregation on Figure 3 (b), we ignore the multiedge between nodes A and B (represented by the bold red lines). These issues motivate the need for a method that can traverse the path (represented by the dotted red lines) between layers from A to C, and that can retain the information implied by the multi-edge.
As LINE improved upon the uniform random walks of DeepWalk with weighted second order walks, and node2vec introduced the parameters p and q to control the local and global biases of the sample random walks, we enable random walks to traverse between layers of a multilayer network, and introduce the parameter r to control this tendency. Let i |L| represent the number of distinct layers connected to node i ∀i ∈ V of the multilayer network MN. That is, we can represent i |L| as in Equation 1 .
where I denotes the indicator function. Then we introduce a 2nd order random walk with parameters p, q, r. If the random walk previously traversed edge (z, x, l ) and the current node x only has edges on layer l (i.e. x |L| = 1), then we adopt node2vec strategy (here, with binary edges), i.e. P (t i = (x, y, l)|t i−1 = (z, x, l )) ∝ α pq (z, x, l), where α pq (z, x, l) is a multilayer modification to the node2vec's p, q factors as follows:
where d l zx is the shortest path between nodes z and x in layer l of the multilayer graph (where nodes z, x may be the same node).
Otherwise, if x |L| > 1, the random walk stays on the current layer l with probability r, and moves along the edge of another layer l with probability 1 − r. That is, the random walk traversal probability for x |L| > 1 is given by Equation 3 .
Pseudocode for this method is given in Algorithm 3, where node2vecSGD refers to running stochastic gradient descent on the node2vec loglikelihood [27] with the multilayer random walks taking the place of the standard node2vec walks. In this paper, we only consider binary edges (weighted multilayer networks could be incorporated trivially through multiplying the edge traversal probabilities by the normalized edge weights).
Note that in this algorithm, the r variable represents how important we view the relationships between layers to be in comparison to the interactions between nodes of the same layer. For r → 0, random walks will always traverse to different layers of the multilayer network when possible, whereas r → 1 will restrict each random walk to stay on the layer in which it was initialized.
Algorithm 3: Layer Co-analysis Algorithm
Input: MN,r, α pq ,num walks,walk length 1 Initialize walk list to empty; 2 for nw iter from 1 to num walks do 3 Initialize current edge (i, j, l) ← (i 0 , j 0 , l 0 ) uniformly at random; 4 for wl iter from 1 to walk length do 5 walk list[nw iter][wl iter] ← i; 6 with probability r, choose next layer = l, otherwise choose next layer = l uniformly at random for some layer l incident to j; 7 set current edge (i, j, l) ← (j, i , next layer) proportional to α pq (j, i , next layer) for some i incident to j through next layer; 
III. EVALUATION
Here we choose five real-world multilayer datasets, comparing the performance of our three multilayer network embedding methods on the link prediction task. In this paper, we set p = q = r = 0.5, with 10 random walks of 80 steps initialized from each node (i.e. we have 10|V | random walks in total for each graph), and compare against two standard methods of link prediction [29] . All experiments in this paper were conducted locally on CPU using a Mac Book Pro with an Intel Core i7 2.5GHz processor and 16GB of 1600MHz RAM. Though this limits the size of our experiments in this preliminary work, our method naturally inherits the runtime scalability of node2vec. [32] (VC): Each layer represents an aspect of interaction between students in a class who were asked the following questions: (i) Who do you get on with in the class? (ii) Who are your best friends in the class? (iii) Who would you prefer to work with? • Leskovec-Ng collaboration dataset [22] , [33] , [34] 1 (LN) :
A. Datasets
The coauthorship networks of Jure Leskovec and Andrew Ng from 1995 to 2014. A four layer multilayer graph is defined by partitioning the coauthorship networks into 5year intervals. For each layer, there is an edge between two researchers if they coauthored at least one paper in the corresponding 5-year interval. In addition, each researcher is labeled as "Leskovecs collaborator" or "Ngs collaborator" depending upon collaboration frequency.
B. Link Prediction Evaluation
Here we perform the link prediction task with respect to the merged graph G = (V, E) as defined in Section II-A. This is because the purpose of our proposed three methods is to leverage multilayer relationships of the datasets to inform the node embedding, this embedding does not inherently associate nodes (or edges between them) with particular layers of the multilayer network.
We split each edge set E into a training subset E T and a test subset E P , where E = E T ∪ E P , E T ∩ E P = ∅. In this paper, we randomly chose 10% of the edges from each E as E P .
For a multilayer network trained on E T , we use our proposed embedding methods to find the corresponding vector spaces. We then calculate the distances of node pairs corresponding to E P , and reorder these distances into an ascending list. In order to predict links in the sampled multilayer network, we treat the first 10% node pairs in list have edges. Comparing these predicted edges with the true edges in E P , we can evaluate the outcome of our methods. Here, we introduce accuracy rate (see Equation 4 ) and F1-score (see Equation  5 ) to do the evaluation. First of all, accuracy rate indicates the number of edges C that has been corrected estimated in E P .
Second, as F1-score is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall values for each layer, Equation 5 evaluates the average F1-score of each layer. Here, F − measure l = 2·P REC l ·RECALL l P REC l +RECALL l , P REC l and RECALL l are the precision 1 The dataset can be downloaded from https://sites.google.com/site/pinyuchenpage/datasets and recall values for each layer l. Larger F1-score means better prediction performance.
In addition, we introduce two famous local link prediction methods [29] "Common Neighbor Similarity" and "Jaccard Similarity" on merged network as the comparison methods. The Common Neighbor Similarity is defined in Equation 6 , and Jaccard Similarity is defined in Equation 7 , where Γ(X), Γ(Y ) stands for the neighborhoods of the node X, Y ∈ V in the merged graph.
Table II shows the accuracy and F1-Score results for different datasets. In addition, we use bold text to indicate the best performance for each dataset. From the table we can tell that except LN datasets, our methods can achieve higher accuracy and F1-score for the rest of the datasets.
We use Figure 1 and Figure 4 to show the layer distance for each corresponding dataset. In addition, we use Figure 5 to show the topology of each layer and the corresponding merged layers of three multilayer networks. As VC and LN have label information, we use different shape and color to demonstrate nodes with different labels. Combine all these evaluations, we give a detailed analysis for each dataset.
• For AUCS, Terrorists and Students datasets: As AUCS dataset represents the interactions among employees, Terrorists dataset shows how terrorists work together, and Students dataset indicates the collaboration among students, it is clear that different layers have strong influence on each other, which means if we want to predict edge information among two nodes, the important interactions of these two nodes among different layers should be considered. What's more, take the topology of layers of Terrorists dataset in Figure 5 (a) as an example, there are strong interactions among four layers, although layer 2 (Financial) has a small number of nodes, but Layer Co-analysis can recover necessarily information by random walk on different layers. Hence, it is reasonable and important to consider the interactions for different layers. • For VC dataset: As different questions indicate different problems, these different layers have relatively weak connections. For example, we cannot argue that a person gets on with (Q1) are all of his/her best friends, while the best friends of a person (Q2) are the same group of people that the person wants to work with (Q3). As shown in Figure 5(b) , the first question is too general, which causes to create lots of noises (unnecessary edges) and therefore cannot indicate the true relationships among these nodes. If we combine these layers together or put more concentration on interactions among layers, then neither Network Aggregation nor Layer Co-analysis can reveal true information instead of just introducing more noises into the analysis. • For LN dataset: this dataset is a temporal dataset across 20 years that people joins or leaves the Leskovec's group or Andrew Ng's group. As shown in Figure 5 (c), different layers in different time do not show any interactions. For example, in the first layer (LN 1995 (LN 1999 , there is no blue nodes, and for the second (LN 2000 2004) and third layer (LN 2005 2010) , two groups are expanded by themselves. what's more, as the time span of the multilayer network is too large, this particular feature indicates the fact that the interaction among these layers is not the key reason to form the topology in each corresponding layer. What's more, as there are a 5 years span between layers, the noises in these layers are the major reason why our methods cannot function well. Instead, the original Jaccard method is the best. Because this method only cares about the average number of shared neighbors for two nodes. So the noise has the least affected for such method.
IV. RELATED WORK ON RANDOM WALK BASED NETWORK EMBEDDING
In this section, we review related work on standard network embedding, that is, embedding methods proposed for singlelayer graphs. With the development of unsupervised feature learning techniques [35] , deep learning methods proved successful in natural language processing tasks through neural language models [36] - [38] . These models have been used to capture the semantic and syntactic structures of human language [39] , and even logical analogies [40] , by embedding words as vectors. As a graph can be interpreted as a kind of documents (by treating random walks as the equivalent of sentences), DeepWalk [25] introduced such methods into network analysis, allowing for the projection of network nodes into a vector space. To solve the scalability problem of this method when applied to real world information networks (which often contain millions of nodes), LINE [26] was developed. LINE extended the uniform random walks of DeepWalk to 1st and 2nd order weighted random walks, and it can project a network with millions of vertices and billions of edges into a vector space in a few hours.
However, both methods have limitations. As DeepWalk uses uniform random walks for searching, it cannot provide control over the explored neighborhoods. In contrast, LINE proposes a breadth-first strategy to sample nodes and optimize the likelihood independently over 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors, but it has no flexibility in exploring nodes at future depths. In order to deal with both of these limitations, node2vec [27] provides a flexible and controllable strategy for exploring network neighborhoods through the parameters p and q. From a practical standpoint, node2vec is scalable and robust to perturbations. Of course, none of these methods can deal with random walk samples that intelligently consider traversals between layers of multilayer networks. One of our methods (Layer Co-analysis) is therefore a natural progression of the literature in extending the capabilities of the random walk samples.
V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we demonstrate three different methods to project multilayer network into a representative vector space. The first method (Network Aggregation) aggregates all layers together to construct a merged network, and use standard network embedding method to project a multilayer network into a vector space. The second method (Results Aggregation) uses standard network embedding to obtain a vector space for each corresponding layer, and then combines these vector spaces together to construct a new vector space for the multilayer network. At last, as the first two methods do not leverage the important interactions between layers, we introduce a Layer Co-analysis method which leverage interactions among layers. In Layer Co-analysis, we use the parameter r to constrain the behavior of the walk, where the greater the r, the greater the chance of the random walk to stay in the same layer. On the contrary, the smaller the r, the greater the possibility of random walk to choose different layers. In the evaluation part, we compare the accuracy and F1-score for five datasets. By comparing to regular link prediction methods, we have shown that our method indeed has the ability to project a multilayer network into a more representative vector space.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is firstline research toward principled graph embedding of a multilayer network into a vector space. Our experimental results suggest some future work and new challenges along this line: (i) From evaluation aspect, as we only use link prediction as the evaluation in this paper, the performance on multi-label classification is worth exploring. In addition, as our methods can be simply applied to layers with weighted edges and weighted interactions, we will test the performance on weighted multilayer network. (ii) From algorithm perspective, the proposed co-layer analysis method involves an additional layer transition probability r for multilayer network embedding. In the future work, we will further discuss how to automatically learn r by analyzing layer distance for a multilayer network. (iii) From the data type perspective, as attributed graphs have been widely introduced in big data analysis, we will continue to discuss the possibility to project an attributed multilayer graphs into a proper vector space by taking into the node/edge's properties. 
